Manual annotation of rodent behaviors in video is time-consuming. By learning a classifier, we can automate the labeling process. Still, this strategy requires a sufficient number of labeled examples. Moreover, we need to train new classifiers when there is a change in the set of behaviors that we consider or in the manifestation of these behaviors in video. Consequently, there is a need for an efficient way to annotate rodent behaviors. In this paper we introduce a framework for interactive behavior annotation in video based on active learning. By putting a human in the loop, we alternate between learning and labeling. We apply the framework to three rodent behavior datasets and show that we can train accurate behavior classifiers with a strongly reduced number of labeled samples. We confirm the efficacy of the tool in a user study demonstrating that interactive annotation facilitates efficient, high-quality behavior measurements in practice.
Introduction
The measurement of rodent behavior is of particular interest to researchers in behavioral neuroscience. Differences in the frequencies of the occurrence of specific actions and interactions can be indicative of diseases such as Huntington's [5, 32] . Traditionally, behavior measurements are performed by manually annotating hours of video recordings of rodents with pre-defined action labels, followed by an analysis of the annotations in terms of frequencies and durations [1] .
With advances in computer vision and pattern recognition, we are now able to automatically annotate rodent behavior in video [12, 13, 34] . Automated annotation is typically cast as an classification task in which every frame is assigned to an action category based on features extracted from the video. In contrast to human behavior, rodent actions are less structured and less goal-driven. Rodent movements are often erratic and their actions are short-lasting. The recognition of specific actions has to be based on posture and relative motion. Example frames from a rodent video are shown in Fig. 1 .
Natural rodent behavior exhibits a high degree of variability across occurrences and subjects [6] . Annotation tools with pre-trained classifiers are therefore limited to a specific range of settings reflected by the training data [28] . Outside this scope, for example when new behavior classes are added or when the behaviors are performed differently due to disease progress [44] , treatment or genetic background [38] , the researchers need to be able to quickly train or re-train classifiers. This requires a procedure to label training examples from the new setting.
The goal addressed in this paper is to reduce the manual labeling effort by training a classifier with the human in the loop. We follow an active learning paradigm in which we alternate between manual labeling and classifier training. The user benefits from the option to stop labeling once the classifier is sufficiently accurate, and annotations can then be propagated throughout the remaining video material. To reduce the effort even further, the human annotator could be asked to label those examples that carry the most information for training [31] . By considering only the most informative examples, we could train a classifier that is as accurate as a classifier trained on all examples, but with significantly reduced labeling effort.
We propose an interactive annotation framework comprising three main components: selecting examples, labeling them, and training the classifier. These are the standard components in active learning applications across several domains. In this work we implement 1 and apply them to annotate rodent social behavior in two public datasets, RatSI [28] and CRIM13 [8] , as well as a third validation dataset with young rats (YR). We demonstrate the merits of our approach in labeling a full dataset with a significant speed-up.
We experimentally analyze the performance and convergence properties of different selection algorithms. To find the parameters that allow us to optimally learn from rodent behavior, we first perform a series of abblation experiments. In these offline experiments we replace the human annotator by a dataset oracle that labels examples from previously obtained annotations. Using the oracle instead of a human allows us to test a large number of parameter settings in a short amount of time. After we have determined suitable parameters, we validate the choice in a user study with human annotators. The study demonstrates the efficacy of our tool. To assure that the framework not only produces annotations for a dataset but also trains more general rodent behavior classifiers, we cross-validate the results using the related YR dataset.
The article is structured as follows. After discussing related work in Section 2, we introduce the annotation framework and implement its components specifically for rodent behavior in Section 3. We then describe the experimental setup for both offline experiments and user study in Section 4. The results are given in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6.
Learning to recognize rodent behavior
In order to measure rodent behavior, we need to label both type and temporal extent of every occurrence of multiple possible actions in a continuous video. This problem is typically defined as a classification task in which every video frame is assigned a discrete class label. Popular classification models for rodent behavior include neural networks [18, 35] , decision trees [17, 19] , and support vector machines [14, 20] . The learning algorithms used for training these classifiers are predominantly supervised [3, 8] . That is, a number of annotated training examples is used to infer the model parameters that reproduce the labels of the examples with the lowest error. Because the training data determine what can later be classified reliably, pre-trained annotation tools are limited to scenarios with a fixed set of behaviors whose definitions are universally agreed upon. In contrast, the active learning approach can allow for efficient (re-)training of classifiers in new settings. The user benefits from the extended range of settings to which the tool can be applied in return for limited manual labeling work.
The benefits of active learning are explored in a variety of multimedia applications. Typically, the goal is to make large databases accessible to humans [37] or to assists in manual annotation tasks [7, 48] . For example, vast amount of fish videos are made searchable by allowing users to define rules for interesting events [42] . Active learning can be used to efficiently obtain annotations for otherwise tedious tasks such as (re-)identifying persons in video [49] , assigning meaningful attributes to objects [33] , or distinguishing between normal and abnormal behavior [41] . Although active learning is also applied to annotate human activities [4, 11, 27, 47] , the common assumption that the videos can be clipped to contain exactly one action is different from our application where actions occur continuously throughout longer videos.
A related way to reduce the need for labeling is to exploit information of unlabeled data in addition to a few labeled examples [45] . Such a semi-supervised approach exploits the structure in the unlabeled data to improve classification but still requires a decision as to which examples to label. Close integration of semi-supervised learning and active learning could prove a promising direction for future research.
The work closest to ours is the Janelia Automatic Animal Behavior Annotator framework (JAABA) [21] . The user of the framework labels a number of video segments while a classifier is repeatedly trained. The classifier then propagates the annotations to the unlabeled parts of the videos which in turn are judged and possibly corrected by the user. This loop continues until the user is satisfied with the generated annotations. Because the user chooses which examples to label, the quality of the final annotation depends on his selection. The criterion based on which humans compile this selection may not necessarily coincide with what is informative for the classifier. Moreover, the user has to browse through the video to find suitable segments. This takes additional time and increases the risk of missing relevant examples.
In this work we select examples automatically and actively query the user to provide a label. Because the selection is derived from the classification model, the examples are informative from the perspective of the classifier rather than the user. The interaction of human and machine is what makes the active learning paradigm powerful. We exploit the perception skills and intelligence of the human while leaving the complex, objective computations to the machine. We specifically apply this work in the context of rodent social behavior.
Interactive annotation for rodent social behavior
We formulate our annotation task as an active learning problem. By querying the user to label short segments in the videos, the framework learns a model of each interaction and can thus subsequently annotate the remaining parts of the videos.
We now formally introduce the active learning framework. Let us denote the set of the K behavior categories by Y and the domain of feature vectors by X . The feature vector of a video frame i(1 ≤ i ≤ K) is then x i ∈ X and the corresponding label y i ∈ Y. We consider every frame a potential sample, although for labeling we include surrounding frames from the video to enrich the sample with context information.
The framework consists of three main components depicted in Fig. 2 . There is a pool of n − m unlabeled samples, U = {x m+1 , . . . , x n }. Initially, all videos in the dataset are unlabeled and m = 0. We do not impose any specific order on the samples in the pool but we keep references to the corresponding video frames to be able to show them to the user. From U a sample x i , m < i ≤ n, is selected using sampling strategy s. The sample is then presented to an oracle, usually a human expert. The oracle provides label response y i . The now labeled sample (x i ,y i ) is moved from U to the pool of labeled samples L. From L the classification model f(x) is learned. These steps are performed repeatedly either for a certain number of iterations or until the labeling is stopped manually. We will now describe learning and sample selection in more detail.
Learning
The task of the learning algorithm is to train the classification model with the samples that have been labeled so far. As training occurs in regular intervals, it is desirable to use an efficient learning algorithm that scales favorably with the increasing number of training samples. Besides being efficient, the classifier should also be capable of providing a confidence estimate of its predictions to be able to inform the sample selection in the next iteration. To classify rodent interactions, we use a log-linear classification model. The model can be learned efficiently, has only one free parameter and has performed sufficiently well in previous rodent behavior experiments [28, 29] . The model allows for the calculation of a confidence score by using a suitable loss function, as we will explain shortly. Note that the log-linear model is only one possible implementation of a classification model and other types may be chosen for other applications.
We achieve multi-class classification by training multiple binary classifiers in a oneversus-all scheme similar to related work [14, 21] . Each of the K = |Y| classifiers distinguishes one class from all other classes and is determined by coefficients w k and b k with k = 1...K:
( 1 ) To classify a sample x i , we evaluate all models and decide for the class labelŷ i ∈ Y with the highest positive output given byŷ
The K binary classifiers are trained independently of each other. Here we describe the general training procedure for one classifier f(x) with binary labels y ∈{− 1,1}. We determine the optimal model parameters w and b by minimizing the regularized training error
over the m labeled examples in the training set L = {(
The loss function L : z → [0, ∞) ∈ R and the regularization term w w compete for the conflicting goals of low classification error and low model complexity, respectively. This trade-off is controlled by the free parameter C. The loss function implies a cost for predicting f(x i ) when the true label is y i . We solve (3) using the LIBLINEAR library which uses Coordinate Descent for finding the minimum [15] . In order to inform the sample selection with label predictions and corresponding confidences, we derive confidence scores from the classifier output by using the logistic loss
in the minimization problem in (3) . With this loss function we effectively train a logistic regression model that allows us to interpret the model outputs probabilistically. First, we estimate the posterior probability that the binary classifier correctly classifies sample x i as positive (y i = 1) using the sigmoid function:
Then, the posterior probabilities from all K classifiers are normalized to a confidence scorẽ p(y|x) whose sum over all classes is one. We will later use this confidence score to select potentially informative query samples (Section 3.2). Before we move to the sampling strategies, we introduce one additional feature addressing the skewed distribution of behaviors in rodent data. As the learning algorithm usually puts more effort into avoiding mistakes of frequent behaviors compared to rare behaviors, the classification models for the latter become less accurate. To counter this imbalance during learning, we weigh the classes by a factor c k , reciprocal to the relative class size as introduced previously [50] . The weight is multiplied with a sample's loss and is computed by c k = m/(K · l(k)), where l(k) is the number of samples of class k in the labeled training set L (which has m samples). For our particular classification task, the model learning is an efficient operation that takes less than one second with a standard 2.4 GHz CPU. That allows us to simply learn a new model in every training iteration instead of updating the previous model. As learning more complex classification models may take substantially longer, it may be preferred to update the model incrementally in such scenarios. Performing an effective and efficient update is a challenging task that is studied in online learning [10, 23] .
Sample selection
We now move to the sampling strategy s(U ) which determines which sample from the unlabeled pool is selected for labeling. Let us first assume that we have no knowledge of the properties of U , such as the label distribution. A simple approach is to select the first sample in U , then the second, and so forth. However, given that U is created from videos and that labels of consecutive samples are correlated, it is desirable to spread the selection across behaviors, events and videos. We can therefore better select random samples.
Yet, the random selection strategy does not consider any information from already labeled samples. It is hence prone to select samples that a) are similar to previous samples and hence redundant, and b) belong to the same behavior class. The latter is true in particular for rodent behavior applications where different classes occur with different frequencies and durations. The random strategy would fill the labeled pool L with samples from the majority classes and neglect smaller classes. Lacking a sufficient number of training examples may cause the framework to learn inaccurate models of the less frequent behaviors.
To make better informed decisions, the sampling strategy can be guided by the classification model. Sampling then becomes a function of the unlabeled samples given the classifier: s f (U ). This allows us to consider the informativeness of individual samples as well as the balance among behaviors. We implement a balanced strategy that selects two samples of each class, as predicted by the classifier, for every batch of ten queries. Because some predictions may be false, it is not guaranteed however that a perfectly uniform distribution across behaviors is achieved.
Beside balancing among behaviors, we also want to select samples that are informative with respect to learning the classification model. We first need to define what constitutes the expected information of a sample. As criterion for informativeness we utilize the classifiers' confidence in the prediction of a label. The intuition is that the sample that the classifier is least certain about is the most informative to learn from. Hence, a straightforward approach is to select the sample x * with the lowest confidence in the highest scoring labelŷ [26] :
Recall that the confidencep(ŷ|x) is a real-valued number in the range [0,1] with 0 being least confident and 1 being maximally confident. The sum of the confidence values for all possible labels of one sample is 1.
Selecting the least confident sample can be a good choice for classification tasks with clearly separable data [39] . Rodent behavior however is often ambiguous [43] , in particular the transitions between interactions. Querying according to the lowest confidence is likely to result in many samples being inherently difficult to label consistently for the human expert. We therefore generalize the selection criteria in (6) to select the sample that is closest to an arbitrary confidence level:
where CL ∈ [0, 1] R expresses the desired confidence level for the sample to be selected.
We further extend the confidence-based strategy by reintroducing some explorative abilities. Given a classification model and a pool U , the selection criteria in (7) is deterministic. By converting the selection to a probabilistic sampling, we allow for more randomness. We assign each sample x ∈ U a weight ν,
and then draw a sample x * ∈ U with probability proportional to the assigned weight. For our experiments we set σ = 0.025 creating a narrow, rather conservative window that allows for randomization among behavior events but prefers samples with the desired confidence level.
Experiments
We now assess the performance of the proposed framework in the task of annotating rat social behavior videos. We evaluate the framework in two experiments. Our first goal is to determine the optimal settings of our framework, in particular regarding the sample selection strategies implemented in the previous section. This analysis is performed in offline experiments using a data oracle instead of a human annotator. The oracle responds with labels from the already annotated experiment dataset. This setup enables us to conduct a large number of experiments in a short amount of time. As there is no guarantee that the determined settings are also effective in practice when a human performs the labeling, our second experiment validates our choices in a user study. We first turn to the experiment setup.
Rodent behavior data
We use the publicly available Rat Social Interaction (RatSI) dataset [28] which contains nine videos, 15 min each, of two rats interacting in a square arena (see Fig. 1 for example frames). Every frame is labeled by one of five behavior categories: approaching, contact, following, moving away and solitary. In addition there is an other and an uncertain label given to undefined interactions and ambiguous frames, respectively. Note the different prior probabilities of the behaviors in Fig. 3a : in 59% of all frames the animals do not interact but perform solitary actions. Features are derived from the tracked animal locations (center of body mass) and two additional body parts (nose and tail-base) as illustrated in Fig. 3a . The features include the animals' center-and nose-point velocities, three distances and their derivatives (center/center, nose/nose, and nose/tail-base), the relative orientation, the relative position, and the extent to which the animals overlap. Refer to Supplementary Material for details on the computation. For features whose values differ per animal (e.g. velocity), we take the mean and the absolute difference of the animal-specific values. The final feature vector consists of 17 elements.
Classification accuracy can often be improved by scaling all feature dimensions to a common range [24] . we normalize each dimension such that the 5th percentile has the value -1 and the 95th percentile the value 1.
CRIM13 and young rats dataset
In addition to the RatSI dataset, we make use of two other datasets. To validate the efficacy of the framework, we repeat the offline experiments on the publicly available CRIM13 dataset [8] , which contains 161 videos of a residence-intruder experiment on mice. The social interactions in CRIM13 are similar to RatSI and the mice also display approach, chase, and walk away behavior. In addition, there is circling behavior in which one mouse moves in circles around the other. Circling occurs only sporadically and is therefore a minority class in CRIM13. As in RatSI, we treat all close-contact interactions, which we cannot distinguish reliably from the trajectory-based features [29] , as one contact behavior. Similarly, we join actions performed by the individual animal such as drink and eat and create a solitary class. The label set then consists of six labels: approach, circle, contact, following, moving away and solitary. Because in CRIM13 only the center-points of the animals are tracked, we base the computation of the orientation on the animals' motion direction. As motion direction and body orientation are not always aligned, the orientation-related features are less reliable in CRIM13. Furthermore, we cannot calculate the distances for nose-and tail-base points and therefore remove those from the feature set. We omit videos with anesthetized intruders as these lack the relevant social behavior.
For the cross-validation of the classifiers trained on RatSI we use another set of videos that are visually very similar but contain younger, and more active rats (5 weeks old, compared to 9 months in RatSI). The set comprises five videos and accurate annotations of selected segments of in total 12.5 min. As the tracking is identical to RatSI, the same feature set is used. We refer to this validation set as the Young Rats dataset (YR).
Experiment protocol
We conduct a series of learning experiments in which we evaluate three sampling strategies and different parameter settings. To monitor convergence and evaluate classification performance, we hold out 2 videos from RatSI and 95 from CRIM13 (as proposed by the authors) for the use as test set. The two videos from RatSI were chosen such that all behaviors occur sufficiently often to obtain a reliable performance measure. The remaining experiment videos form the initially unlabeled pool U . In practice, a labeled test set is typically not available and another form of evaluation is needed. For example, additional queries can be used purely for evaluation or the human expert performs a qualitative evaluation as in [21] .
We initialize the framework with one labeled sample per behavior and train the initial classifier. Although not strictly necessary, the initialization prevents several iterations of random sampling before a reasonably effective classifier can be trained. This effect is more pronounced when class distributions are unbalanced. For our experiment, initialization ensures that all experiments have the same starting point. The initialization samples are the mid-frames of randomly chosen interactions to avoid starting with an ambiguous transition. We believe that finding one example per class by scrolling through the videos is a feasible task for the human annotator in practice.
Querying the oracle
Because we are working with videos, a sample corresponds to a video frame. However, from a single frame the human annotator will not be able to reliably determine the performed action. Hence, we display a video clip surrounding the selected frame, which raises the question of a suitable clip duration. Short clips may not contain enough information while longer clips have a higher chance of containing more than one interaction which cannot be annotated with a single label. In pilot experiments, we found that a duration of one second is a suitable trade-off. The optimal duration may vary for other types of behavior. A video clip is constructed such that the selected frame occurs halfway through the clip. The response of the user is then assigned to all frames of the clip.
In the offline experiments, the data oracle determines its response by the majority vote over all labels in the queried clip. To prevent that a clip which contains multiple interactions is labeled by only one label, we require that the majority vote covers at least 30% of the clip. Otherwise the data oracle rejects the clip and returns the label "Uncertain". A rejected clip accounts for one labeling iteration but the framework does not learn from rejected samples. A rejected clip cannot be queried again.
We fix the number of queries per learning experiment to 400 for RatSI and 800 for CRIM13 as these yielded sufficient examples for convergence in previous experiments. To limit the duration per experiment, we issue the queries in batches of ten. After a batch has been labeled, the model is retrained and its performance is measured. Because the learning framework may include stochastic sampling decisions, we repeat every experiment ten times using the same settings. We report the means and standard deviations for all metrics.
Evaluation metrics
We report the classification performance as the F1 score averaged over classes. The F1 score is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall scores. The F1 score ranges from 0, with no correct predictions, to 1 for the correct prediction of all frames. Averaging the score over classes as opposed to the total number of frames (equivalent to the ratio of correct frames) assigns equal importance to all interaction classes and prevents the score from being dominated by the most-occurring behaviors [22] .
We are also interested in how the performance evolves as more training examples become available. We report the performance over time in learning curves that plot the averaged F1 score against the number of queries. To give an objective measure for comparing learning curves, we compute the area under the learning curve (AUC). The AUC combines the performance at the end of a learning experiment with the number of examples the classifier needs to reach that performance. Intuitively, we can interpret the AUC as a measure for the ability of the framework to learn efficiently. We report the area divided by the number of iterations to obtain a score in the range [0, 1] . A score of 1 indicates perfect learning performance where only one learning iteration is sufficient to label all examples in the test set correctly.
Framework parameters
In preliminary experiments we determined suitable values for regularization parameter C and the query batch size by greedy parameter search. Best classification performance was achieved with C = 0.1. The query batch size has only a marginal effect on learning performance and we set it to 10 as a trade-off between learning rate and the number of retraining operations. Details are provided in the Supplementary Materials.
User study
All participants received the same written instructions about the labeling task. Next to a brief written description of the behaviors, participants were shown a short video with typical examples of each behavior. There was no time restriction for how long participants would familiarize themselves with the material (typically less than 5 min). From the five participants in total, one had no prior experience in labeling rodent interactions, and four had labeled rodent behavior before but were neither considered experts nor received professional training.
We asked the participants to label 300 clips. After every 50 clips, the labeling was paused so that participants could have a short break. Participants continued at their own pace.
The user interface of the annotation framework as depicted in Fig. 4 was specifically developed for this experiment. It shows the experiment progress, the video screen and the Fig. 4 User interface of annotation framework used in user study labeling buttons. During the experiment, the queries are automatically selected and presented by the framework. The video clips of one second are displayed in a continuous loop until the user responds by clicking one of the label buttons. Immediately after a response the next clip is played. Users have the option to reject a query if they are unsure about the correct label. Rejected queries count as one iteration but the corresponding samples are ignored for learning. Rejected samples cannot be queried again.
We also time the participants' responses. The response time is the time from the start of a video clip to the moment the user clicks on a label. We report the sum of all response times as the total annotation time. Scores are averaged across participants and mean and standard deviation are reported.
Results
We first report the results of the offline experiments with dataset oracle on RatSI and CRIM13, followed by the user study and the cross-validation on YR.
Offline experiments

RatSI
We report the learning performance of our framework in Fig. 5 . After 400 iterations the classifiers have converged to an accuracy that is close to the supervised classifier but using only 6.4% of the samples in the experiment set. This demonstrates the redundancy of many samples in the dataset. Comparing the performance of the different sampling strategies, we find that balanced sampling leads to better classification accuracy than random sampling. This confirms our intuition that the random strategy does not sample sufficiently from the smaller classes. If we were to proceed with the labeling, the two strategies would eventually converge to the same performance as also the random strategy will encounter rare examples. Once the training set includes sufficient examples from all classes, the learner would not benefit from the more balanced set.
Turning to the informed, confidence-based sample selection, we find that confidence level CL = 0.4 leads to the best learning performance. A confidence level of 0.2, equivalent a b Fig. 5 Results with different sample selection strategies on RatSI with data oracle to highly uncertain samples, yields lower performance. The performance also decreases for higher confidence levels due to the potentially more redundant samples. Let us examine whether there is a link between the confidence level and the redundancy of a sample. We measure the redundancy of the selected samples by the ratio of queries for which the prediction of the sample's class matches the label given by the oracle. The intuition is that if the classifier predicts a sample correctly before being queried, the sample is less informative than a misclassified sample. Figure 6 shows the measure for the different confidence levels as well as the balanced strategy for reference. The result supports our intuition: samples with higher confidence values belong more often to the predicted class, while samples with lower confidence values are less often what the classifier predicts. Notably, below about 0.8 the confidence level is a reasonably accurate predictor as to how often the classifier is correct. This confirms that the confidence score generated by the classifier is a reliable measure for its uncertainty. A high confidence however does not guarantee correct prediction.
Although the different confidence levels lead to plausible effects in both learning and classification performance, the overall gain of using confidence-based sampling over the balanced strategy is limited. At the same time, selecting low-confidence samples interferes with the goal to balance the selection equally among all classes as more samples will be labeled differently than predicted. Therefore, choosing a confidence level involves a tradeoff between a balanced but more redundant selection on one side and a random, more informative but potentially also more ambiguous selection on the other side.
CRIM13
On CRIM13, we use the same learning and classifier parameters as for RatSI (C = 0.1, CL = 0.4) and compare the random strategy with the balanced, confidence-weighed sampling strategy. The learning results are shown in Fig. 7 .
The framework is also able to train a classifier for the CRIM13 dataset with a different feature set than for RatSI and slightly different behavior categories. Compared to RatSI we need more training examples. Although the accuracy after 800 iterations (0.48) has not converged to the supervised reference performance yet (0.52), the results demonstrate the reduction of labeling effort (800 labeled clips correspond to only 1.2% of the training set). Looking at the ratio of examples that have been labeled per class in Fig. 7b , we notice that the balanced strategy has indeed selected more minority examples than the random strategy. Despite this 2 to 7-fold increase in minority samples, we do not observe any substantial difference in learning performance between the two sampling strategies.
User evaluation
We now evaluate the annotation framework in practice using human annotators. In this user study we focus on the choices we made regarding the different framework settings: is a human annotator able to train an accurate classification model with the same settings?
The participants needed on average 18.7 min for labeling 300 clips excluding breaks and they rejected on average 5.7% of the queries as uncertain. The average time needed for labeling one minute of video using the interactive framework was 3.7 min which is comparable to the time needed in traditional, sequential annotation tasks, usually between 3 and 10 min [2, 8, 46] .
In contrast to traditional labeling, the interactive framework not only obtains annotations from the user, it also trains a behavior classifier at the same time. In Fig. 8a we see that after 300 labeling iterations the classifiers are as accurate as classifiers trained by the data oracle.
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Fig. 8 Learning performance with human annotators on RatSI
Also the learning rates (AUC) are comparable. The results validate the framework settings that we determined with the data oracle. The data oracle achieves a slightly higher accuracy score than the human annotators because it uses the ground truth annotations from the dataset. This yields two advantages. First, the data oracle's score does not suffer from the inter-annotator disagreement [25] between its labels and those in the validation set. Second, the expert who provided the ground truth annotations was not restricted to labeling one second clips and could thus exploit contextual information. Therefore, the labeling of the data oracle can be assumed to be more informative.
Let us take a look at the annotations generated by the trained classifiers. We first qualitatively examine the annotations in a reduced feature space. Using a t-SNE [30] projection, we reduce the features to two dimensions while preserving local neighborhood structure. This projection is shown in Fig. 9 where samples are color-coded given the ground truth labels and the automatically generated labels from one of the classifiers trained in the user study. In comparison, both sets of labels are fairly aligned on a global scale but show differences on the local scale. In the ground truth labels the behavior classes overlap substantially, whereas the generated labels are much more aligned with the local structures of the feature space and hence form relatively pure clusters. The overlap of classes emphasizes the high level of ambiguity in the ground truth labeling.
To compare the annotations quantitatively, we calculate the F1 score between each pair of annotations. Table 1 averages the results within and across groups, that is repetitions (data oracle) and study participants (human). Note that these are not accuracies in terms of the ground truth labels but agreements among the predictions of different classifiers. Within each group, oracle or human, the agreement is high with an average F1 score of 0.80 and 0.79, respectively. Between oracle and humans the agreement is lower with a score of 0.70. We find that the human-trained classifiers tend to predict more often moving away and less often following compared to the oracle-trained classifiers. This difference in the prior probabilities seems to be responsible for the lower agreement score, which indicates that the users and the dataset expert may have interpreted the interaction classes somewhat differently. 
Cross-dataset validation on YR
To evaluate whether the classifiers trained by the users are applicable beyond the training videos, we validate them on the YR dataset. In addition to the overall performance of the user-trained classifiers, we also compute the learning curves using the intermediate classifiers after every labeling iteration. For reference, we include the supervised performance of the classifier trained and tested on YR using a 5-fold cross-validation scheme.
The results are shown in Fig. 10 . The human annotators of our study outperform the data oracle in both learning rate and classification performance. The classification performance (0.76) is only slightly lower than the supervised, within-dataset reference (0.79). This difference between within and cross-dataset evaluation (0.03) is in line with our previous observations in cross-dataset experiments [28] (a difference of 0.02 using a Gaussian Mixture Model for classification).
Remarkably, the data oracle performs substantially worse. The per-class accuracies reveal that the classification performance on the moving away category is worse than for human annotators. As mentioned before, the human annotators have labeled more moving away samples than the data oracle. This difference in prior probabilities appears to result in an accuracy discrepancy on the YR dataset, whereas on RatSI it did not affect the average performance as strongly. A possible explanation is that moving away interactions in YR typically include clear and sudden changes in velocity. As the rats in RatSI are slower and more inert, their movements can appear more ambiguous in the one-second clips. The participant labels seem to align better with the characteristics of the young rats' behavior. This case is a good example of how different interpretations of behavior definitions affect the corresponding annotations and thus the accuracy score.
Overall, the cross-dataset result demonstrates that our annotation framework allows training rodent behavior classifiers that are not necessarily limited to one setting. In practice, this can decrease the manual effort even further as the trained classifier may be used to annotate also new videos beyond the initially considered experiment. However, concerns a b regarding the validation of the resulting annotations are as relevant as when employing a pretrained classifier [28] . Hence, some form of evaluation is recommended, at the minimum a qualitative one as in the JAABA framework [21] .
Discussion
One insight gained from the experiments is that the number of labeled samples rather than the information they carry were more important for learning. This result indicates that our sampling strategies are not yet fully effective. On the one hand, this shortcoming could be caused by an inadequate criterion for the expected information. We based this criterion on the uncertainty of the classifier. On the other hand, the selection of clips clearly relates to a qualitative level of uncertainty. Clips that were predicted with high certainty show indeed clear and prototypical interactions. Clips with low certainty show ambiguous behavior or transitions between interactions. This disagreement between human intuition and quantitative evaluation demonstrates the discrepancy between what seems informative to a human and what is actually informative for the learning algorithm. We may improve the framework in this aspect by following a different criterion for selecting samples such as the expected increase of classification accuracy [9, 36] or the expected change in the classification model [16, 40] . Such strategies could avoid selecting samples from ambiguous regions in the feature space where most transitions are located.
Considering the trained classifiers, we found that inter-annotator disagreement affects the evaluation and the comparison between data oracle and human annotators. The disagreement is also transferred to the annotations generated by the trained classifier. As a consequence, our interactive approach to annotate behavior does not excuse us from meticulously defining the relevant behavior categories. As long as the annotator labels the behaviors consistently, the classifier will learn to consistently annotate accordingly. This restriction is a general concern of measuring behavior based on human-defined categories and therefore constrains any automated method that learns from user-labeled data.
Conclusion
We have presented an interactive framework that enables researchers to quickly annotate rodent behavior videos with a strongly reduced amount of work. The key to the reduced effort is to put the human in the annotation loop. With this active learning setup, we can avoid sequential and redundant labeling of similar samples and decide to stop labeling once the classification is sufficiently accurate. From our offline experiments with a dataset oracle, we conclude that the dominant factor for reducing labeling effort is the non-sequential labeling with a stopping criterion. Although balancing samples across interaction classes and selecting more uncertain samples slightly improve the learning rate, the impact on the reduction is modest. We confirmed these results in a user study in which human annotators were able to train an accurate classifier in less than 30 min which then enabled them to annotate the remaining videos with no additional manual effort.
The framework outputs a trained behavior classifier that can be used to annotate even more videos from similar experimental settings without additional manual labeling as we have validated in a cross-dataset experiment. As such, the speed-up in annotation can even be larger. Nonetheless, an interactively trained classifier is unlikely to be more general than a classifier trained on a large training set. An adequate evaluation is essential.
A number of issues are to be addressed in the future in order to expand the functionality of the framework. A common problem of the active learning approach is the question of how to measure the classification performance during labeling. Because the labeled training samples are selected by the algorithm, they are not independent and can not be used for evaluation. A potential solution is to query additional samples randomly purely for evaluation purposes or to perform a qualitative assessment.
Moreover, the framework could be extended to provide more flexibility for dealing with behavior transitions and behaviors of different durations. For instance, letting the user continue watching after the selected clip could allow the division of the clip at a transition and thus the annotation of each part separately. These extensions to the framework are solely in the user interface and do not require any modifications in the learning algorithm.
In conclusion, we have shown that interactive labeling can be used to annotate rodent behavior with strongly reduced manual effort. We are confident that extensions to the framework will allow for the annotation of an even larger range of relevant rodent behaviors in video and for studying previous data in new light with limited manual work.
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